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music

R&B/SOUL/INSPIRATIONAL SINGER

Born in Indianapolis, Indiana, Naptownnative singer/songwriter “Andriea Denise”
Lee pens emotion-evoking, neo-soul/gospel
purpose-filled
music.
Denise
is
a
powerhouse with a sultry voice. Possessing
a style heavily influenced by gospel music,
Andriea deliberately crafts songs that
serve to empower, to enlighten, to inspire,
and to encourage others to live their best
lives on purpose. Though not your
traditional inspirational music, Andriea
Denise’s message is biblically sound. July
27, 2020 marks the release of her new
single "Show Em". The song is said to be a
strong follow up to positive songs "Thick
Girls" and "To Live" released on the Soul
Fusion duo ISH's 2015 album Pineapple
Tuesday.

discography
2015 Pineapple Tuesday, ISH
2020 "Show Em", Andriea Denise

social media
@andrieadenise

contact information

Website: andrieadenise.com
Management: Andre Lee
Email: andre@writemindmedia.com
Phone: 312.380.1474

label mailing address
Write Mind Media
55 E Monroe St.
Suite 3800
Chicago, IL 60603

books
AUTHOR

Andriea Denise's literary works focus mainly on
personal and spiritual development. She was born
and raised in a strict, religious family. As a young
person, life was rough, because she struggled to
understand how spirituality and God worked. With a
limited understanding which, at times was also
skewed, her confusion transformed into anger, and
she spent many years rebelling against the
Christian faith and her family. She rejected the
religion and stopped attending church. She wound
up feeling even more lost and empty, confused.
Then, the funniest thing happened; while running
from the church, Andriea ran smack into God. She
found God, the truth, and herself. Though she had
before struggled with self-image and negative
thinking, she began to understand things a lot more
clearly, and started to move forward in purpose,
living intentionally. Andriea embraced the faith, once
again, and grew emotionally, mentally, and
spiritually.

After gaining a solid understanding of God's will for
her life, she rejoined the body of Christ and started
started serving others, teaching them how to rid themselves of negative mindsets, to shed
misinformation, and to start living for real.

Books available at:

andrieadenise.com

business
ENTREPRENEUR

Andriea Denise is the founder and CEO of Write
Mind, a faith-based, family owned holdings
company that spans a variety of industries,
including multimedia, publishing, marketing,
wellness, music, and haircare. Of the Write Mind
brands, The Write Mind Studio and Write Mind
Media are currently the largest.
Write Mind Media is a multimedia marketing and
management company that caters to creative
small businesses and artists.
The Write Mind Studio is an online hub of selfimprovement resources that focuses on using
writing as a way to help people build a positive
mindset and ultimately to design a life worth
living.

contact information

Weebsite: writemindstudio.com
Email: team@writemindstudio.com

social media
@writemindstudio

booking
PUBLIC FIGURE

Andriea Denise is currently available
for live performances, speaking
engagements, workshops, and panel
discussions.

Website: andrieadenise.com
Email: contact@writemindmedia.com
Phone: 312.380.1474
Address: P.O. Box 498314
Chicago, IL 60649
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